‘...knowing is everything’

Mobile Track is Crystal Ball’s innovative mobile
phone tracking application developed for both
business and consumer markets. Businesses can now
track employees, VIPs, international users as well as
their company and grey fleet vehicles. Consumer use
can include the tracking of children, the elderly, the
vulnerable, vehicles and for outdoor leisure pursuits.

reports

features Mobile Track
alarms

y

asset management

y

asset management

y

daily locations

y

battery status indicator

y

excel format

y

closed user groups

y

geofence

y

current and historical day log#

y

journey detail (full report)

y

email alerts

y

journey summary by day

y

flexible admin rights

y

nearest to postcode

y

geofencing ^

y

out of hours

y

google maps

y

pdf format

y

gps tracking

y

timesheets

y

journey status indicator

y

live tracking

y

update schedule

Mobile Track features include; live web based
tracking, journey status indicators, geo-fences, alarms,
current and historical day logs and scheduled email
reports. Couple all those features with a highly
detailed, yet easy to use reporting structure, and you
begin to see exactly why Crystal Ball is such a highly
versatile and scaleable tracking system.

location marker

y

5 km travelled

y

nearest to postcode

y

3 min when in journey

y

on line / telephone support

y

45 degree turn

y

over the air download and
updates

y

hourly update when not in journey

y

privacy - non working time

y

journey start/end

y

To start tracking, users simply need any one of the
supported handsets (see www.crystalball.tv)
combined with a data tariff on their mobile voice
account. The app is either easily downloaded over the
air or transferred directly from a PC.

satellite mapping

y

bolt-ons

scheduled emailed reports

y

Lone Worker Protection

y

snail trail

y

Mobile Monitor

y

system customisation*

y

Mobile Rescue

y

system integration*

y

Visio

y

Customers can access Crystal Ball, anywhere in the
world, at any time, allowing them to track and report
live on the whereabouts and activity of the handset.
It is a true live web based gps tracking system.
Mobile handset tracking is the next generation of
tracking, offering an alternative to 'black boxes'
installed in your car. Crystal Ball’s powerful mobile
tracking app works on your gps mobile phone, and
offers additional benefits over traditional vehicle
tracking, providing complete visibility at all times.

user licences
series 3
and 5

6.1 and 6.5
professional

max 10

payment options

Visio†† - mobile phone viewing

y

adVance (pre-pay)

y

web tracking

y

contract

y

working hours start/end

y

freedom - (rental)

y

additional reports are available for bolt-ons
*
system customisation and integration can be arranged. Prices vary according to
development required. Quotes available on request.
†† available as a bolt on with any internet enabled mobile phone
#
the system keeps three months data which can be downloaded and saved at
anytime
^ the number of geofences allocated is tariff dependent
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